Coerulospinal enhancement of repetitive firing with correlative changes in postspike afterhyperpolarization of cat spinal motoneurons.
The present study was aimed at determining if inputs from the locus coeruleus (LC) have any effect on repetitive firing of ventral horn motoneurons in cats. In hindlimb flexor and extensor motoneurons stimulated intrasomatically with current below the threshold for repetitive discharges, added LC-evoked excitatory post-synaptic potentials (EPSPs) were consistently found to produce repetitive firing, suggesting a lowering in the repetitive firing threshold attributable to excitatory LC inputs. With those extensor motoneurons showing episodic, self-sustained firing, LC-EPSPs introduced during the quiescent period were capable of starting a continuous discharge with rhythmic frequencies higher than the spontaneous activity. In some of these cells, intracellularly applied hyperpolarizing current was able to stop the spontaneous discharges. Subsequently, LC stimuli were found to reinitiate repetitive discharges, thus counteracting the ongoing suppression of the motoneurons. Quantitative analysis of the single-spike afterhyperpolarization (AHP) indicated a consistent reduction in its amplitude and time course (duration, time-to-peak, half-decay time) for flexor and extensor motoneurons in response to LC conditioning stimuli. Present results suggest an excitatory LC action on the repetitive discharges of cat motoneurons accompanied by a concurrent decrease in the amplitude and time course of the single-spike AHPs.